
Oluwatimileyin Ojo
Software Engineer 

5+ years of experience working on various projects,
creating visually attractive, fully functional, robust,
scalable, secure, user-friendly web and mobile
applications. Experienced with expert-level proficiency
in many development tools. 

timileyinojo@yahoo.com 

Manchester, United Kingdom 

timileyinojo.com/ 

linkedin.com/in/timileyinojo 

github.com/openwell 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
FrontEnd Engineer 
Sterling Bank 
11/2020 - 07/2023,  Lagos, Nigeria 
https://sterling.ng/ 

Automating the bank's corporate business credit processes, in turn,
saves the bank about $10,000 annually for software renewal and
improves customer base/market share. 

Building stable and maintainable codebase using React, Azure
DevOps, and Git. 

Collaborated with the business team to create new features and
functionality that enhanced the swift development of required
components. 

Continuous refactoring, optimization, code reviews, and bug fixes to
improve the efficiency and overall user experience of the application. 

Technical Team Lead 
Bloom Institute of Technology 
02/2020 - 07/2020,  US, Remote 
https://www.bloomtech.com/ 

Practiced test-driven development while developing each
component, modules, services, and directives of the application using
Istanbul, Headless browser and Jest. 

Leading a team of 20+ individuals on how to upskill themselves in
developing scalable applications using the scrum methodology. 

Ensured each newly built function is properly tested and unit test
coverage meets and frequently exceeded expectations. 

Software Engineer 
Andela 
04/2019 - 09/2020,  San Francisco, Remote 
https://andela.com/ 

Orchestrated efficient mid-scale development, including testing and
Continuous Integration and development. 

Collaborated with cross-functional Agile development team members
to develop an inventory web solution for Tieme Ndo Ltd based on
evolving client requirements. 

Designed and developed RESTful APIs for authentication,
verification, and outputting of data sets. 

SKILLS 
HTML CSS JavaScript TypeScript React 

Git Redux PostgreSQL AWS Ci/Cd 

Redis Jest Docker Node.js MongoDB 

Mocha/Chai React Native React Testing Library 

Graphql REST Api Redux 

PROJECTS 
Scientia (scientiang.com) (01/2023 - 07/2023) 

Spearheaded end-to-end development of a responsive blogging site using
Next.js, Express.js, and Tailwind CSS, seamlessly merging frontend and
backend functionalities for an immersive user experience. 
Elevated site performance via Next.js optimizations, implemented dynamic
CMS with Express.js, and enhanced SEO using SSR techniques, resulting in a
high-performance, user-friendly, and discoverable blogging platform. 

Gazelle - Sterling Bank (gazelle.ng) (11/2020 - 05/2023) 
Built various flows to evaluate a business, collateral, and facility to
determine if you are eligible for the facility you request. 
Lead the development of the application's customer end, wrote 80% of the
code base, and reviewed the rest. 
Implementation of Advanced Encryption Standard ( AES ) to improve the
integrity of the application and protection of user data. 

Business Hub (thebusinesshub.ng) (11/2020 - 05/2021) 
Worked on a business solution to fosters small businesses. By helping them
register with appropriate authorities leads to easy access to loans and
other services for a small token. 
Developed a system to audit and improve order delivery process. 

EDUCATION 
AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner 
https://www.credly.com/badges/6173911c-2211-42eb-a31f-
2e7feb0315fe/linked_in 

Full Stack Web Development & Computer Science 
Bloom Institute of Technology, USA 

BSc. Mining Engineering 
Federal University of Technology Akure, Nigeria 
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